
Signatera™ Testing Programs for  
Circulating Tumor DNA (ctDNA) Detection

How often should Signatera be ordered for CRC patients? 
Depending on where in the CRC treatment journey your patients are, there are two Signatera testing 
programs recommended to detect residual disease. See figure below for recommended testing time  
points for each program. 

Blood and tissue collection timeline

Detect residual disease early in colorectal cancer (CRC)

MRD Program Surveillance Program

When to Join Within 6 months after surgery >6 months after surgery

Clinical Use Case After surgery, Signatera can help  
to evaluate the need for adjuvant 
chemotherapy or to avoid 
unnecessary treatment.

Test with Signatera, in addition to testing 
for CEA, to detect tumor recurrence 
more accurately and earlier, while the 
tumor is potentially resectable.

Medicare Draft Coverage Stage II-III colon cancer and  
Stage IIA rectal cancer 

Stage II-III colon cancer patients
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This test was developed by Natera, Inc., a laboratory certified under the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA). This test has not been 
cleared or approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Although FDA does not currently clear or approve laboratory-developed tests in the 
US, certification of the laboratory is required under CLIA to ensure the quality and validity of the tests. CAP accredited, ISO 13485, and CLIA certified.  
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The clinic will become the default draw location for subsequent draws, unless updated in the portal or notifying 
Customer Care at 1.650.489.9050 or signateracc@natera.com.

Natera’s phlebotomy services will become the default for subsequent draws, unless updated in the portal or 
notifying Customer Care at 1.650.489.9050 or signateracc@natera.com.

For clinic-managed Signatera blood draws:
• On the Requisition Form, fill in the “Date of Blood Collection” and write “Drawn at Clinic” above the date; OR
• On the Provider’s portal, in the section “Blood draw managed by,” select “Clinic”

For blood draw managed by Natera’s phlebotomy services:
• On the Requisition Form, leave “Date of Blood Collection” blank and write “Natera manage” above the line; OR
• On the Provider’s portal, in the section “Blood draw managed by,” select “Natera”

How to place an order for Signatera
To streamline the Signatera testing process, Natera offers the flexibility for blood draws to be managed by 
the clinic on-site, or by Natera’s blood draw services.   

Clinic-managed draws will receive reminders from Natera Customer Care  
regarding upcoming draw date.

• Natera Customer Care will remind provider at 14 days and at 2 days prior to expected draw date

• Pre-filled Requisition Form will be provided with blank “Date of Blood Collection”

• Clinic phlebotomist/provider fills in “Date of Blood Collection”

• Fax (1.650.412.1962) or email (signateracc@natera.com) completed Requisition Form to  
Natera Customer Care

• Ship kit with blood samples and completed Requisition Form 

For Natera-managed blood draws, provider intervention is not required.

• Natera Customer Care will reach out to patient for availability for blood draw, and ship blood 
sample kit with pre-filled Requisition Form to patients

• Phlebotomy services will reach out to patients to confirm date, time, and blood draw location 

• Patients will be notified when phlebotomist is on the way

• Phlebotomist will ship kit with blood samples and completed Requisition Form 
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